
The DAO of VFX ANIMATION
Animating with Energy Patterns
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REALISM?  or  BELIEVABILITY?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the key concern of VFX animation?



REALISM? or  BELIEVABILITY?



DETAIL? or  ENERGY?
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Presentation Notes
Going to turn leaves into fire through removing its detail to reveal its energy.



Daoism and its effect on ART HISTORY
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But first I’ll tell you why it works
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THERE ARE DEEP RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN THINGS.
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Presentation Notes
There are deep relationships between things.



“DAO”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most deep, most general relationship of all is DAO -- our common grounding principle or process -- the generating function of the universe.



Daoism and its effect on ART HISTORY
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Daoism and world ART HISTORY



Daoism and its effect on VFX



This Talk

● Problem statement:  realism vs. believability, detail vs. energy

● Trace this problem through examples in art history, esp. Chinese inkwash

● Consider the mindset that would privilege energy over detail

● Trace that mindset to Daoism

● Put this mindset to work in VFX shaders
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This Talk

● Problem statement:  realism vs. believability, detail vs. energy

● Trace this problem through examples in art history, esp. Chinese inkwash

● Consider the mindset that would privilege energy over detail

● Trace that mindset to Daoism

● Put this mindset to work in VFX shaders
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Presentation Notes
In addition to being a VFX ARTIST,I’m also an independent scholar of COMPARATIVE PHILOSOPHY with a focus on Daoism.



DISCLAIMER:
I do not speak Mandarin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And even if I did, my pronunciation would probably still be terrible.



Tension of detail vs energy
even in still art.
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Presentation Notes
Let’s look at water depicted in art history



1. Detail without Energy
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John Singleton Copley, Watson and the Shark  1778
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Presentation Notes
There’s a high level of REALISM in its level of DETAILBut the water isn’t believable as waterIt feels like gelatin.



2.  Energy without Detail



( VIDEO )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ten Thousand Miles of the Yangtze River, Ming Dynasty (author contested) (handscroll)The overall treatment is quite simple, mostly employing lines.



Ma Yuan’s Water Album
Or A Study on the Properties of Water:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A deep dive into Song Dynasty depictions of water. -- 











Why do I find these depictions of water 
so successful --

despite such simplicity?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is it that I find the Chinese ink depiction of water so successful, or at least inspirational -- Despite its simplicity?How is it that a few lines can read so well as flowing water?
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John Singleton Copley, Watson and the Shark  1778
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LACK the beautiful lighting and detail in the sea foam and dimensionality of the waves of this Turner
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LACK the stunning, virtuosic reflective quality in this Zorn
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Theres something about THIS that really speaks to me as a vfx artist.



DRAWING with  ENERGY



SURFACE  DETAIL
VS

UNDERLYING  ENERGY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Chinese masters definitely favored underlying energy over surface detail good orientation to take as a vfx artistWhether an effect “feels good” largely depends on energy rather than detail



Motion makes this infinitely harder.
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The Chinese masters definitely favored underlying energy over surface detail good orientation to take as a vfx artistWhether an effect “feels good” largely depends on energy rather than detail



ERRONEOUS detail
is worse than LACK of detail

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A common problem in vfx -- “WRONG SHAPES”	Its possible for your shapes to be saying the wrong things, which gets in the way of the feel of your effect more than saying not enough.



“WRONG SHAPES”













“Does it FEEL right?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common phrase in evaluating VFX -- wrong shapes feel wrong!



What led the Chinese inkwash 
masters down the energy route?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theres something about THIS that really speaks to me as a vfx artist.



DAOISM
● Looks to NATURE

● Valorizes the NATURAL, SPONTANEOUS, 
UNSPOILED

● ZIRAN  自然 -- the “self-so”



DAOISM
● Foundational concept:  DAO

○ The process or way of all things.
○ The natural individual way of each thing.

■ It’s own path to ziran.

● Assumption of interconnectedness
○ “ Boundlessness”
○ “ Intoxicating Bottomlessness”



Dao De Jing Ch. 62:

“Way-making (dao) is the flowing together of all 
things (wanwu).”









DAOISM
● Develops an MORALITY of 

noninterventionism

● “Acting without acting” -- wuwei
○ “Noncoercive action”

● Acting with the grain of the dao:
○ Not getting in the “way” of other things.



Dao De Jing Ch. 64:

“Those who would do things ruin them;
Those who would control things lose them.

Hence because the sages do things noncoercively (wuwei)
They do not ruin them,

And because they do not try to control things
They do not lose them.”







WUWEI is both moral and practical



WUWEI is being able to see deep 
relationships  -- and act accordingly.



Butcher parable from the Zhuangzi
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Tsai Chih-chung



LEARNING to SEE the deep relations 
between things.



Internalizing the DAO



The DAO of COW



DAOIST  AESTHETICS



INTERNALIZE the “way” of your subject.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like the Butcher internalized the “way” of a cow’s body



Capture your subject with WUWEI.





Francois Jullien:

“being used by” 
vs 

“represent from without”





If you create art with wuwei,

Letting a subject ring true with ziran,

then the dao itself can shine through.



Not getting in the “way” of your subject,
Like with superfluous or erroneous detail.



Not getting in the “way” of your subject,
Like with superfluous or erroneous detail.
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The artists we considered above like Ma Yuan definitely had these ideas in mind -- their culture was suffuse with them.



SCHOLAR’S
ROCKS

Gongshi
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Presentation Notes
RECORDS of ENERGIES as they TRACE THE DAO



SCHOLAR’S
ROCKS

Gongshi
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RECORDS of ENERGIES as they TRACE THE DAO
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The veneration of dao and its movements in these rocks is even captured in this painting, Mi Fu Bowing to a Rock by Guo Xu



FIRE SHADER



Tiled ivy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the forms all around us — even the “static” forms like leaves and rocks — are actually records of a pattern of energy. 



Static sctructures 
are records of 
energy flows.
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Static sctructures 
are records of 
energy flows.
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the forms all around us — even the “static” forms like leaves and rocks — are actually records of a pattern of energy. 



Grayscale and 
flipped



Blurred for first 
approximation 
“ dao of leaf ”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remove detail to get at the more general “truth”



Add motion 
and another 
layer, offset



Impose “heat” 
gradients --
“dao of fire”



Clamp opacity 
for a fiery 
outline



Interior color 
mask using 
above steps



Apply color.





Static sctructures 
are records of 
energy flows.
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REMOVE the DETAIL of leaves to get to a more general truth about how leaves grow -- the thumbprint of an energy flow
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BUT:  in fact we REMOVE DETAIL IN ORDER TO BUILD IT BACK UP by overlaying general “truths”
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INTRA-PARTICLE MOTION



INTRA-PARTICLE
MOTION
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INTRA-PARTICLE MOTION



Detail  in motion
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INTRA-PARTICLE MOTION
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INTRA-PARTICLE MOTION



NONO
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Presentation Notes
INTRA-PARTICLE MOTION



Less sprites, more paths.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Side benefit:  FLEXIBILITY:IF YOU GET UNDERLYING ENERGY RIGHT IN A SHADER,THEN YOU CAN APPLY THAT SHADER TO ANY SHAPE RAPIDLY, AND AT DIFFERING SCALES OF DETAIL



Using the more general relationships
implied behind the detail…

To build up detail that works in motion.



Unlocking the energy hidden behind the 
static detail and giving it paths to follow.



This doesn’t work by accident.

There really are deep relationships 
between disparate things.



This doesn’t work by accident.

There really are deep relationships 
between disparate things.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I agree with the Classical Chinese paintersConcepts like dao helped them to see these relationships and to use them in their work. And it helps me too!�











We exploit this all the time already with 
noise textures!



voronoi



tension that 
gives rise to
boundaries.





Ryan Brucks:
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“Getting the most out of noise in UE4”



Ryan Brucks:



But my favorite use of voronoi is...



voronoi



blurred



transition from 
laminar to 
turbulent flow



mask + 
normals



WPO



color
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Presentation Notes
Even though my target here was a stylized art direction, drawing on deep relationships in the natural world was key to arriving at a strong effect.Voronoi noise drives both the foamy shapes in the waterfall and the splashes.
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Focusing on energy moreso than detail…

believability moreso than realism…

-- empowers us to work in a wider range of art 
directions and styles with consistent results.



Focusing on energy moreso than detail…

And using those energies to build up detail...

-- empowers us to work in a wider range of art 
directions and styles with consistent results.



Focusing on energy moreso than detail…

And using those energies to build up detail...

-- empowers us to work in a wider range of art 
directions and styles with consistent results.



Relying on surface detail like reflectivity 
and transparency is less flexible.



It works because things in the natural 
world are interrelated in ways that store 

patterns of energy flows.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using noise to drive VFX is nothing out of the ordinary -- the point here is to internalize that it works because of relationships between things in the natural world.



DAOIST  AESTHETICS:
“Internalizing the dao”



How to internalize the Dao, those 
relationships?



1.  Get interested in patterns.

















SCHOLAR’S ROCKSSCHOLAR’S ROCKS



2.  Go out into the world!

Learn to love these connections!

Take your own reference!
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Voronoi noise
“In the wild”:

Beer foam.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, here is some Voronoi noise “in the wild” on a glass of beer that I drank.  You never know when the “way” of something will announce itself.  Luckily most of us have cameras in our pockets these days, so we don’t have any excuse to not take reference images!



Voronoi noise
“In the wild”:

Beer foam.
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For example, here is some Voronoi noise “in the wild” on a glass of beer that I drank.  You never know when the “way” of something will announce itself.  Luckily most of us have cameras in our pockets these days, so we don’t have any excuse to not take reference images!



TAKEAWAYS



Believable Energy  >   Realistic Detail

There are deep connections
between disparate things in this world.

We can make use of those general connections to 
build up detail that works in motion.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Train yourself to learn to see those connectionsTo that end, no matter what sort of artist you are, I recommend capturing your own reference.  Finding your own reference material is valuable for more than just a private library of images and video.  It builds a relationship between you and the world that you can draw on in your art.�
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Believable Energy  >   Realistic Detail

There are deep connections
between disparate things in this world.

We can make use of those general connections
to build up detail that works in motion.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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“XIAO YAO YOU”



Suggested reading:
- Dao De Jing trans.  Roger Ames and David Hall

- Zhaungzi trans.  Brook Ziporyn

- The Great Image Has No Form by  Francois Jullien

- In Praise of Blandness by  Francois Jullien

- Patterns in Nature by  Philip Ball

- “Getting the most out of noise in UE4” -- Ryan Brucks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So go out into the world, absorb its wonders, and bring a piece back with you!  Your work will be all the better for it!



Jeremy Griffith
Senior VFX Artist, Riot Games

jrmgriffith@gmail.com
@Jarm__



EPILOGUE
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In addition to being a VFX ARTIST,I’m also an independent scholar of COMPARATIVE PHILOSOPHY with a focus on Daoism.



Philip Ball’s “realistic” vs “schematic”
+

Da Vinci
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JMW Turner’s Fishermen at SeaBeautiful surface quality to the waterDeft attention to the subsurface scattering of moonlight diffusing through the wavesPalpable sense of foreboding from the dark, roiling depths



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anders Zorn’s SommarnöjeOne of the most technically stunning depictions of water in existence -- and its in watercolor.The color is restrained and refined.  Just looking at the water’s surface, you can tell that the weather was overcast and the light was diffused.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a distance it looks like a photographdespite the clear watercolor brushstrokes seen upon a further glance
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